Get involved!

Thought Leadership Forum #46

Leading Projects
in Complexity
7th – 8th February 2020, Sydney, Australia
The GAPPS will be holding its next Thought Leadership Forum on 7th and 8th February in Sydney,
Australia, hosted by The University of Sydney.
This event will focus on
•
Rethinking projects - Developing a framework for ‘Getting Stuff Done’
•
Leadership of projects in complexity and
•
Comparisons of project related standards
This is a unique opportunity to network with like-minded professionals working in project,
programme, and portfolio management. Learn about latest developments and thinking in the
field, share knowledge, collaborate while thinking afresh about what competencies are really
needed to ‘Get Stuff Done’. Review a draft framework for leadership of projects in complexity
and contribute ideas on how this can be used practice. Gain insights and practical takeaways
that you can start applying straight away in your projects and organisations.
Registration: https://tinyurl.com/GAPPSTLF46
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Workstreams
Project Leadership in
Complexity

Getting Stuff Done

The GAPPS has been working in
partnership with ICCPM, the International
Centre for Complex Project Management,
to develop a framework of competencies
required to lead projects and programs in
complex environments. This is your
opportunity to learn what has been done
to date and provide input on how this
framework might be used in practice

When GAPPS looked at reviewing its
Project Manager Standards, they decided
it was time to completely re-think the
competencies required to Get Stuff Done
in workplaces where pressures and
expectations are considerably different
from those in which the current standards
for project management were developed.
Throw out old ideas and join a vibrant
discussion about the competencies
required to Get Stuff Done today.

PPPM Standards – Update & Mapping
Standards for PPPM are evolving. Learn what is happening in PPPM standards
development and contribute to the GAPPS comparative mapping of global standards and
qualifications.

About GAPPS
Everything developed by the GAPPS is open source and available free to the wider project
community.
The Global Alliance for the Project ProfessionS (GAPPS) is a volunteer-driven, non-profit
organisation that has been working with practitioners throughout the world since 2003 to
develop competency frameworks for project managers, program managers, project
sponsors and project controls and provide a basis for comparison of project related
standards and qualifications.

Learn more about and download free GAPPS resources @
www.globalpmstandards.org

